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onishing if any decision under the Charter of Rights and
t raise important social and political issues that speak
ate doctrinal implications. Nowhere is this more evident
dence under section 15 of the Charter. So it is no surprise
f the Federal Court of Appeal in Thibaudeau v. Canada
g the tax treatment of child maintenance payments draws
umber of critical and widely relevant issues of social and
Yet, one senses a judicial reluctance to situate Suzanne
challenge in the broader context: a context that ultimately
at is at stake for her and other women in similar situations.
ce is due to the general blindness - willful or not, and one
to be the former - that Canadian society shows to issues
ticularly, to poverty's gendered nature. 3 However, a large
ion. to frame Thibaudeau's claim in terms as legally and
as possible stems from the claim's origin within the tax

tremendous resistance to seeing the Income Tax Act4 for
policy document, influenced by notions ofjust distribution
pecific understandings of ideal forms of social ordering.
en is viewed as a politically and morally neutral document,
ates of financial accounting, economic theory and tax

Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982
c.l1 [hereinafter Charter].
D.L.R. (4th) 261 (F.C.A.) [hereinafter Thibaudeau], rev'g 92 D.T.C.
.
o poverty's gendered profile we do not wish to adopt uncritically a
ed by the popular slogan 'feminization of poverty.' For the classic
overty as a female problem see D. Pearce, "The Feminization of
men, Work and Welfare" (1978) 11 Urban and Social Change Rev. 28.
of commentators have pointed out, while women are represented
ately within the ranks of the poor, so too are men of colour, and
See, for example, J. Brenner, "Feminist Political Discourses: Radical
l Approaches to the Feminization of Poverty and Comparable Worth"
'der and Society 447; P. Sparr, "Reevaluating Feminist Economics:
of Poverty Ignores Key Issues" (September, 1984) Leftfie1d 12. Not
poverty is distributed along the same lines as other disadvantages in
ace, disability, age, and gender all help to configure its demographics.
c.1 (5th Supp.) [hereinafter the "ITA"].

